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Cerveza takes to sea
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Alter the jacket for Cerveza was loaded on a barge (L), the entire
structure is turned in the channel before it was towed to Its site.

of toil, millions of dollars of expenses, countless delicate
calculations and mynad of minor and major solutions to

problems - and almost all of this would never again
even see the light of day, let alone be seen by the eyes
of man.

The awesome sight is a structure that if uprighted on
land would rank among the tallest buildings on earth.
And there it laid on its side, like the skeleton of some
antideluvian behemoth that measured 259 by 350 feet
at its base and has a 952-foot height.
Something of this magnitude is sans precedence in
the oil industry, as a matter of fact this Union Oil project
is the largest, most ambitious structure ever built and
launched as a single entity to date. It is not a handsome

piece of work per §e, but the sheer enormity of the

project -a jacket for an offshore oil platform -alone
reveals the task for which it was designed and constructed-the tapping of petroleum reservoirs which lie
at depths of up to 10,500 feet beJ]e4th the ocean floor,
935 feet below the surface of the Gulf of Mexico's East
Breaks Block 160 field.

The unparalleled size and weight of the platformdubbed Cervezc], a Spanish generic term for beer, by its
builders-complicated the usual challenges associated
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Guided by tugboats and barges, the $95 million structure leaves the construction yard at the start of the journey to its launching site.

with the loading, transporting and launching of normal
structures of this type.
The weight of the jacket alone tipped the scales at
26,000 tons. The largest and heaviest passenger vessel in
service, for reference is the British Qzleen EJjzabeth JJ, a
ship that weighs 66,851 tons.
So it was with trepidation and care that the designers
and builders of Union Oil's Cervezcz oversaw the loading
of the gigantic platform onto a specially constructed
barge which carried it to its location last rune.
The plaofomi had been supported during its construction by laminated timber skids 10 inches thick and four
feet wide designed to match exactly the teflon-lined
running along the length of the barge.
At loadout, four 1,500-ton hydraulic jacks on the
barge, with a total pulling force of 6,000 tons, were
connected to the jacket. It was pulled onto the barge
seven feet at a time.
To compensate for the tremendous friction even
when loaded at that slow rate, a layer of grease was

spread along the skidway. Once this was done, the loading operation was completed 20 hours later.
When loaded, Cerveza projected more than 300 feet
over the stem of the barge and nearly 30 feet over the
bow. In order to immobilize the structure for the tow
over open waters, it was secured to the barge's deck
utilizing steel tie-down struts. This phase of the operation took an additional four days.
Then the actual towing began.
First the barge was towed down the channel to nearby
Bayou Chene and then into the Atchalalaya River,
which runs about 20 miles from the MCDermott Inc.
Bayou Boeuf yard near Morgan City, La., where Cerveza
was constructed. After entering the river, it was towed
18 miles to the Gulf of Mexico where it began its twoday, 230-mile journey to the launching site where it
sits today.

It was while gliding down the inland waterways of
southern Louisiana that Cerveza made its most impressive appearance. The base of the platform towered 259
SEVENTY SIX
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Tiowering 259 feet above the barge's deck, Cerveza:s jacket, heading to sea, Is towed in the AIchafalaya Fliver near Morgan City

Now the delicate operation of launching the jacket

above the barge, dwarfing trees along its route.
After the jacket had moved out of Atchafalaya Bay to a

began.

point about five miles south of Eugene Island's sea buoy,
seven ocean-going tugs and one crew boat took over for
the remainder of the ocean tow. Three 9,000-horsepower
tugs, each equipped with three-inch, 80-ton chains and
2,000 feet of two and a half inch wire rope were the
main f orce of the tow.
At the stem, two 5,600-horsepower tugs were tied to
padeys on Cerveza to provide additional directional stability. The two remaining tugs and the crewboat accompanied the structure to its designated site serving as
standbys. The four-day tow went as smoothly as was

All four hydraulic jacks were moved aft of the barge
and positioned against push pads on the jacket's base.
These jacks were activated by VHF radio signals and
literally pushed the structure off the barge. Aided by the
downward tilt of the ballasted barge, Cervez4 slowly
began to slide top first off the stern.
Approximately 57 seconds alter the initial movement, 714 feet were clear, tipping the barge to an angle
that submerged the keel 77 feet below the surface and
lifted the bow 54 feet into the air.
Then, at almost 10:30 in the moming of June 19,

expected.

Cervez4's size demanded that it be kept at least three
miles away from the existing offshore structures so prevalent in the Gulf, until the towing party reached a point
one mile south of the installation site. The water depth
there is about I,100 feet and provided a safety margin to
launchthejacketandballastitintoanuprightposition.
JULY/AUGUST,1981

Cervez4, gaining momentum, slid over the stern of the
tilted barge and then plunged into the water. The downward angle and impetus with which it entered the water
carried the top section more than 220 feet below the
surface. Finally Cerveza came to rest, floating on its side
some 320 feet from the barge.
When the gigantic structure rested on the surface, it

I-

Guided by tugs and escorted by crewboats, the huge jacket arrives at Its launching site 250 mlles from the construction yard.

At 10:30 in the morning of June 19, Cerveza. gaining momentum, slides over the stern Of the tilted barge and plunges ln the water.
A landing party sent on board to siJpervise the uprighting of the structure heads towards the jacket minutes after its launching.

was the first time an offshore structure of this size had
been built, transported and successfully launched as a
single unit.
It was an industry record, a first, and an indication of
the ambitious projects which lie ahead for the offshore
oil industry.
It is not a simple matter, however, to let the jacket
upright itself over its proposed site. For the engineers
and designers of the structure, the critical phase was far
from over. The upending of Cerveza involved a series of
complex procedures. These were carned out by an uprighting team consisting of David Engle, a Union Oil
engineer, an offshore engineer and two riggers. They
were directed by Mike Isenhower, and Cliff Tannahill,
Gulf Region engineers, who were involved in the proj ect
since its inception.
A boat was sent to land the uprighting team on
Cervez4 after its launch. The men climbed into the
jacket flooding control module which had been previously attached to the top of the jacket during its fabrication. In this module, an instrument panel that
controlled all flooding valves and additional equipment
was ready for operation.
The team then proceeded to open the flooding valves
in carefully controlled sequences that gradually sank
the base of the structure below the surface. During the
flooding, profile readings of the jacket about its long axis

were monitored continuously until the jacket floated
upright with its top above the Surface, its base suspended more than loo feet above the mudline.
When upright, six tugs slowly towed the unit approximately one mile north to the leveling area. Here
Cerveza was oriented and trimmed in preparation for
setting. it down on its installation site.
Cervez4's exact position was determined by precise
electronic distance measurements using microwave
transmitters set up in two platforms located 12 and 14
miles away. A receiver on Cervez4 monitored the
signals from the remote .transmitters while surveyorsinterpreting the incoming signals -were able to position the base of the platform at its location.
The sea floor on the site slopes four percent and the
platform, which has been built to match this slope, was
towed into position and then ballasted.
Today only 16 feet of Cerveza remain above the water
surface. Extensive operations to secure the structure
with huge pilings to the ocean bottom are underway.
Work will continue on the platform for Some time to
come. The platform will accommodate 40 wells and
another four years may elapse before the first drop of oil
or the first cubic f oot of natural gas is produced by
Cerveza. By then, 1985, Cerveza is expected to produce
25,000 barrels of oil and 96 million cubic feet of natural
gas per day.
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By Linda Gleason

Uranium Project-no matter where your point of
IT'sdeparture
A LONGmight
ToURNET
Union
Oil's
Sweetwater
be. Thetoonly
road
leading
to the

mine, situated in the vast Red Desert in south central
Wyoming, seems to lead an endless trek, the Rocky
Mountains providing the only variation, peaks and
ranges looming miles off in the distance. The desert area
continues to support numbers of antelope, cattle and
wild horses.
More than 2,500 exploratory core holes revealed an

estimated 14 million pounds of uranium oxide, known
as yellowcake - the final product after mining and
milling to be trapped in sandstones lying under the
seemingly barren flatlands in the Great Divide Basin,
45 miles northwest of Rawlins, Wyo.
In 1979 mining claims in excess of 75,000 acres were
fully acquired by Union Oil's Energy Mining Division.
Permitting, however, had already begun in 1974. The
license to mine from the state of Wyoming was acquired
in November 1978. This was the most essential of more
than 150 permits required for the mining operation. The
Federal Nuclear Regulatory Commission (FNRC)

licensing for the mill was acquired in February 1979.
``The people of Rawlins were very receptive and ex-

tremely helpful in getting the permits," says Larry
Dykers, project general manager at Sweetwater. "Generally, the people in Wyoming are well aware of all the
safeguards we undertake. They are concerned about the
environment and feel the laws and safeguards offer
them full protection."
While the permitting process proceeded, the interim
period was put to good use. A 31-mile road to the mine
was paved, mine pits were prepared, top soil removed,
waste dumps made, shop areas built and access roads
were constructed. Mining equipment had also been
purchased and assembled, and in April 1979 mill construction began. It wouldn't be long before the process
of extracting the valuable element from the earth
would start.
"The sediments in this basin came from the surrounding mountains over 40 million years ago," says
Warren Bosse, technical services superintendent. ``The
granitic sediments had very minute quantities of
uranium in them. Actually, this is a complex stream
SEVENTY SIX

drainage area and, as the ground water moves through
the sands, the water picks up the uranium and tramsports it. Eventually it runs into certain types of sands
which block its movement, causing the uranium to
precipitate out and build up concentrations, thus making it.possible to mine. Since the water tends to flow
through the old main stream channels, this is where it
seems to have concentrated. It's extremely mobile and
we're still seeing the uranium transported even while
we're working with it. One of the reasons we're able to
work with this deposit, even though it's of a relatively
low grade, is because of its mobility. It's very soluble,
making it possible for us to recover about 90 percent of

the uranium found in the ore."
Before the huge shovels and trucks roll out onto the
dirt, Chris Hill, mine planning engineer, has already
mapped out the economic feasibility of the pits. Using
computer programs to figure mining, milling and administration costs of proposed mine sites, maps indicating tonnage that must be stripped, as well as the amount
of ore available, Hill can determine areas where it is
most profitable to mine. He then designs each mine pit
in conjunction with the rest of the pits, of which there
are 17 planned.

The pits are started by scraping off two to three feet of
top soil which is set aside to be used for reclamation
when mining is done and the pit refilled. Eight-inch
diameter holes are drilled 45 feet deep on 25-foot centers
and each hole is filled with 600 pounds of explosives to

break up the overburden - the rock covering the ore
beds. 'The overburden, estimated at 17 tons to yield a ton
of ore, will be removed in 40-foot benches and used to
refill the exhausted pits.
When the ore body is reached, it is then drilled 50 feet
deep on 25-foot centers. Samples are taken every five
feet and this information is plotted on a cross-sectional
map. The ore is mined in five-foot lifts under the direction of an ore control person and samples are taken
regularly to reduce the amount of waste produced with
the ore. The ore control person uses a gross gamma
counter, styled as a T-handle probe, to discriminate
between ore and waste.

Because this instr`iment measures gamma rays-and
there are several minerals which give off these raysfurther chemical assays must be conducted. Princeton
Gamma Tech (PGT) machines are used for more precise
detection of radioactivity.
July/AUGUST,1981

These machines-Union owning two of only three in
existence -measure the first by-product of uranium,
thorium 210, by detecting minute traces of the element.
While the machines are fast and very accurate, they are
also delicate and require strict climatic conditions for
proper operation. Housed in a trailer truck near the pits
where temperature, electrical current and movement
can be stabilized, the machines test 500 to 600 samples
every day. "Because of this reduction of waste material
being mined, we're getting about ten percent more tons
ofprocessqualityoreataboutfivepercentbettergrade,"
explains Bosse, who has worked in mines all over
the world.
As the pits are dug, the ground water is pumped to
treatment ponds before flowing to Battle Springs Flats,
forming a comfortable habitat for ducks and geese some
eight miles from the mine. "This is the driest uranium
mine around," says Bosse, explaining that most uranium
mines produce without removing the water. The water
is treated in barium chloride ponds for five days to
remove any contaminants before it flows, via a culvert,
to the lowest point in the Great Divide Basin area.

The mined ore is dumped in stockpiles where frontend loaders scoop it up and drop it through a metal grate,
called the grizzly, to be taken into the mill on a conveyor
belt. A weightometer measures the ore as it is carried
into the mill, averaging a rate of 170 tons per hour. Steel
balls crush the ore into the consistency of beach sand as
water is added to it in the semi-autogenous grinding
mill-a 700-horsepower, revolving drum.
``When it reaches the proper size," explains Jack Marshall, mill superintendent, ``it is pumped through 10
tanks while steam, sulfuric acid and sodium chlorate are
added to leach the uranium out of the sandstone. The
ore is retained in 65,OOO-gallon leaching tanks for 10 to

14 hours. This solution then moves to the counter current decantation circuit where the uranium solution is
separated and washed from the ore slimes which are
pumped out to the plastic-lined tailings pond. Then, in
solvent extraction, through a series of ion exchanges,
the uranium is removed from the water. It is then concentrated and precipitated, becoming yellowcake and
taking on the vibrant color for which it's named. It's
concentrated about loo times, starting out at twotenths of a gram per liter, to about 20 grams per liter. A
centrifuge spins the water out and then the uranium
`J+is

dried in ovens. The yellowcake, now looking like dark
brown sand, is packaged in I,000-pound barrels.
``It takes four employees to operate the mill, and most

of that can be done from the control room," says Dan
Brito, general mill foreman. The instruments found
there control pressures, flows, levels and record everything. Flashing lights pinpoint possible problems for the
operator. Brito also points out that all mill employees
are protected using the latest dust and fume control
equipment for safety.
When the mill, after being repaired for damages
caused by a fire that occurred just after it began opera-

tions, was restarted in February, mill workers discovered
it was capable of producing more than its original design
capacity of an average 3,000 tons of dry ore each day in
what is considered to be the most highly automated
uranium mill ever used.
One ton of ore yields seven-tenths of a pound of yellowcake. Out of that, seven-tenths of one percent is the
isotope U235, which is fissionable in a reactor, is extracted. The large drums of yellowcake are sent on to
be purified again and eventually are formed into fuel
pellets for their intended use.
The analytical lab, which works in conjunction with

Colorful balloons bob in the hallways
while children use 120-ton dump trucks as

The majority of employees live in
F3awllns, a friendly town of about 12,000,

playthings. This festive scene bears little
resemblance to a mining operation, but

some 45 miles southeast of the mi.ne. The
establishment ot the mine was welcomed
in Ftawlins, because of the new business
for the local economy and the employment opportunities it opened up.
A training program was established for
employees who had no mining experience. That program also serves as a vehicle for advancement to employees who

the Sweetwater Uranium Project was
temporarily transformed from an efficient
mining complex to a fun affair recently

when the gates were opened to families
and friends of the mine's 271 employees
who took pride ln showing off the brandnew facility.

Despite dark clouds and misty rains, a

want to learn new skills.

Gary Parks, personnel superintendent,

good number made the trip to the mine
where they were welcomed by Larry Dykers, project general manager. Tables were
set up in the machine shop where hamburgers and hot dogs were served. Buses
carted the visitors into the mine pits as
employees explained the operation.
While most of the employees at the
mine are new to union Oil, there is already
evidence of them being a close-knit family.

"People become close here," says Jessie
Huffman, wife of John Huff man, a metal-

gives partial credit for the mine's low turnover employment rate to this program.
'`Miners trequently perform the same job

for a number of years without having
the opportunity to do something else,"
he explains."
The people of Bawlins find appeal in the

Three-year-old Matthew Huffman helps to
celebratetheopeningofsweetwatermine.

surrounding mountains and rivers. Hunting, fishing and camping sites are ample in

Wyoming and abundant snow keeps
winter sports enthusiasts preoccupied,

lurgical supervisor. "Mining is a way of life

often w{th a nl.ne-month ski season.

and these are hardworking people. If it's
snowing and the next shift can't get to the

integral part of the community of Plawlins.

mine because the roads are too bad, the

The people there took an active part in its

people stay and work the next shift too.
The wives are also on the phone to each

growth. "I think this mine ls the best thing

other seeing `f their husbands are making

Pansy Theison, lab technician at the mine.

it home all right."

The Sweetwater Uranium Project is an

that's ever happened around here," says
Just as the employees are enthusiastic

Mrs. Huff man devoted much effort to
organizjng the open house, feeling it im-

about the mine, their efforts are equally

portant for families to see what their loved
ones do. "lt's hard to understand what

these people because l'm proud of all the

goes on at a mine until you've actually

proudtoo,"saysDykers.1thinktheyhav6
good reason to be."

seen one," she says.

appreciated. "I feel like bragging about all

work they've put into this project. They're

the PGT machines to maintain ore quality control,
analyzes samples from the mill to determine if any
adjustment§ need to be made in the mill.
"We test all our yellowcake according to Strict

While touring the site one can clearly see that preserving the environment is a serious consideration in the
operation of the project.
"We're all working toward the same goal," explains

guidelines and we could be penalized for impurities.
These impurities may knock the price of uranium
down, or even force the lot to be recalled," says Jim
Woodard, lab supervisor.
Using sophisticated equipment, the lab's technicians
closely monitor the water, Soil and plants in the area.
They also check employees for possible radioactive contamihation, although there is very little danger of that.

Larry Snyder, saf ety .and environmental administrator of
the mine. "We're trying to keep this area as clean as
possible and comply with all the permit regulations."
Snyder also heads up the reclamation effort.
The mined-out pits will be refilled, covered with their
original top soil, and revegetated. At the conclusion of
the project, some 15 to 20 years from now, the only evidence of the mine will be a 30-acre clear water lake. @
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Steel balls in a semi-automatic grinding mill pulverize ore into the consistency of beEich sand during first stage of milling uranii)in.
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From we[[ to gas tank
without leaving
the neighborhood
fornia summer afternoon
AI Geverink,
producIT's when
A HUMID
souTHERN
Calition foreman of Union Oil's Dominguez field, takes to the road
to inspect a well that has shown
a definite decrease in production.
All signs point to the problem
not being serious, but it is something that Geverink must still
check. The Dominguez field is
not exactly some remote petroleumoutputinthefar-off reaches
of civilization. It does not offer
the challenges that perhaps a
field would in Alaska's North
Slope or in the steamy jungles of
Indonesia. The field is not even,
despite its name, in the dusty
plains of west Texas where sagebrush and dust devils add a certain charm to the surroundings.
Geverink's territory is located
smack in the middle of Carson, a
suburb of Los Angeles where
Union Oil drillers first made a
significant discovery in 1923 to
enhance what was then the
fledgling company's reputation
for domestic production.
Dominguez once was part of a
famous ranch which could trace
its roots to the Spanish colonial
days of Los Angeles, but in the
ensuing years the field was des-

timed to play an important role in
the then t51ooming southern
California petroleum industry.
Today, of course, most of the
property is surrounded by the
inevitable symbol of late twen-

tiethcenturycivilization-clean,
quiet and pleasant neighborhoods and parks. But the petroleum production continues
unimpaired almost 60 years alter
the initial discovery and a few
decades alter Carson ceased to be
a rural outpost between Los
Angeles and Long Beach.
This afternoon Geverink is
driving to a well pumping
Dominguez crude from a reser-

voir 7,000 feet beneath a modem
mobile home park near the Harbor Freeway. He says that this is
all part of the routine involved in
operating an oil field deep in the
heart of suburbia.
In that respect Dominguez is
notunique.Therearemanyfields
and oil wells operating within
the limits of many cities in the
United States. But what makes
Dominguez so unique is the fact
that, theoretically at least, it is
feasible for motorists in Carson
to buy gasoline refined from the
oil tapped from reservoirs under
that city.
"Rightnowwehave60produc-
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ing wells in the area," Geverink
explains. ``In addition, we have
some 40 water injection wells.

Dominguez was one of the first
fields to undergo water injection
back in 1954."

It's to the credit of Geverink
and the 11 Union Oil employees
at Dominguez that the field has

good production figures while at
the same time maintaining a
high level of landscape appeal
and a low key profile for its
neighbors. ``The production rate
of Dominguez at the moment
stands at about 950 barrels of
crude a day," he says. ``We pro-

duce anywhere from 8,000 to
10,000 barrels of water along
with the oil. That water is rein-

jected through our Secondary recovery methods right into the

ground from where it came."
A tank farm in a comer of the
field serves as the gathering point
for the three leases which comprise the Dominguez field. There
are two tanks to store the oil from
each lease. After the tanks are
full, a gauger from the Union Oil
Torrance tank farm takes a reading of the volume produced and
after running samples to test its
gravity and cut, the oil is then
sent by pipeline to the company's
Los Angeles refinery.
It's late in the day when
Geverink and AI Shrode, field op-

erator one, have solved the minor
problem that was plaguing the oil

well in the trailer park.
At about the same time, Bob
Nieberger, a gauger at the Union
Oil Torrance Tank Farm has finished his chores at the Domin-

guez storage tanks and begins to
transfer the crude to the refinery
about 12 miles away.
There is still a long way to go
before the crude from this field
finds its way into an automobile's tank. But long alter this oil
is refined and consumed, production at Dominguez will continue
unabated 24. hours each day.

No matter what its nature-be
it thick or thin, sweet or sourcrude oil in its natural state is a
raw liquid that is extremely illusive to trap. How it reaches the

precise properties needed to satisfy the needs of the.consumer

in its thousand and one f orms
requires the labor of more people
than there are uses for its derivations or by-products.
The beginning of the tlansformation of Dominguez crude
into gasoline starts innocuously
enough by a 12-mile pipeline trip
into the Union Oil Los Angeles

refinery where it is first takenalong with the oil from other
fi?lds and sites-into tanks 68
and 67.

On a knoll at the north end of
the refinery these tanks, according to Tom Williams, general
superintendent of operations at
the Los Angeles Refinery, serve a
dual purpose. Not only are they
storage units, but also the crude
here undergoes the initial refining phase of having water separated from it.
The refinery receives crude oil
by pipeline from Union Oil fields
in the Los Angeles basin and Ventura areas and by ship from overseas and Alaska's North Slope.
This 424-acre facility is capable
of handling 108,000 barrels of
crude oil daily including the 950
barrels produced at Dominguez.
Union Oil's Los Angeles refinCry near the Los Angeles Harbor
is a steel metropolis designed
for the specific purpose of producing a full range of petroleum
products.

There the oil from Dominguez
will be refined and treated until
it loses all its previous identities
while taking on new properties.
According to Williams, it begins its initial refining process at
tank 68 and "then it is cascaded
into tank 67. We use tank 68 to

remove most of the water and
then the remaining water is removed in 67. From there the oil
goes into the crude units."

Generally, the crude from
Dominguez enters what refinery
workers refer to as ``Crude Unit
33." This is a unit where most of
the stream from the Los Angeles
basin pipeline usually winds up.

To regulate how much volume
will flow into the crude unit,
refinery operators rely on flow
meters in the control room in
the unit.
While being treated at Unit 33,
the crude enters a series of heat
exchangers where it is boiled
before being transferred into the
refinery's distillation towers.
Heat is required to separate the oil
intolightandheavycomponents.
This, of course, is a simplification of the refining process. But
the fact remains that various
"cuts" results from the crude
after it has gone through the distillation towers. These cuts, after
Subsequent processing, become
products which make up a refinery Output.
``On any given gallon of

Dominguez crude oil that goes
through the distillation units,
the results are approximately as
follows: 24 percent gasoline, 16

percent jet fuel,17 percent diesel,
27 percent gas oil, 15 percent residuals and one percent of

various gases such as methane,
butane, ethane and propane,"
Williams explains.
The condensed liquids from
the lighter vapors of crude resulting from the overhead cuts in the
distillation towers will become
gasoline, the middle distillates
will be jet and diesel fuels and
the heavier liquids will be the
gas oils.

Williams points out that these
products are far from being the
finished products as the public
lmows them. '`Before many of the
distillates become finished products they must undergo another

series of complex steps. Most of
the gasoline that will be sold to
the public results from the processing of two cuts, the gasoline
and the gas oil distillates."
After leaving the distillation
towers, the gasoline cut is then

routed into a Unionfiner which
removes the sulfur, then it is
piped into a reformer, which increases the octane before being
transferred to the gasoline blend
stock tanks of the refinery.
The light gas oil distillate, in
turn, is routed into the Unicracker where it undergoes a literal ``cracking" of its molecules
before becoming acceptable for
the gasoline blend stock where it
i.s joined by the stream of the
fluid catalytic cracker that tramsforms heavy gas oil into gasoline
blend stock and light gas oil
which is also processed at the
Unicracker.
At this point, the gasoline
which has been refined from the
Dominguez crude is technically

good enough to power an engine.
But bits and pieces of it are in
various blend stock tanks around
the refinery. However, there is
still one more stop for the batch
that originated in the reservoirs
under the city o£ Carson before it
leaves the refinery on its way to
the marketplace.
The final stop is at the refinery's gasoline blender where the
various gasoline blend stocks
generated in different refinery
processes are mixed together in
proper proportion and with the
right additives to make Union 76
Unleaded Regular or Union 76
Super Gasoline. Heidi Goebel,
the gasoline blending engineer at
the Los Angeles refinery, relies on
some sophisticated equipment to
determine what the formulation
of blend stocks is needed to make
the gasoline to stiff specifications
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so that when it is shipped out of
the refinery it will be acceptable
for public consumption.
This is the final test of the mixture to be conducted through the
long and complicated refinery
process.

It has been a long trip through
vessels, tanks and units where
the original batch of Dominguez
crude has undergone radical
changes from crude oil to marketable gasoline.
In addition, built into the systerris used by the company all
the way from reservoir to final
process are dozens of safety, air
and water and energy conservationmeasuresnecessarytoprotect
both personnel and the environ-

ment. By the time the batch of
gasoline derived from Dominguez crude is ready to leave the
refinery, more than 200 people
have had some role in its transporting, storage and refining.
Some loo hours alter having
started the process in which it
has been stored at various stages
of refining, an operator at the
gasoline blender, after having determined the various gasoline
blend stocks are ready to be
blended, presses a button in an
instrument panel. As lights flash,
manyvalvesopenandthegasoline
that was raw Dominguez crude
in the not too distant past, begins
its underground trip from the refinery to the company's Torrance
Tank Farm five miles away.
So precise are the steps re-

quired for refining and transportation procedures of petroleum

products that the refinery space
for this batch had been reserved
for some months, even while the
Dominguez crude was still in
the ground.
Once this oil has been distilled,
blended, treated and inspected,
about 48 percent of it winds up as

gasoline. The rest of the Dominguez crude oil has been transformed through the science of
refining into a variety of other

petroleum products.
The Dominguez oil gasoline
now traveling about seven miles

per hour under city streets and
public throughways is now on its
way to the Torrance Tank Farm
where it will await its turn for
shipping to the market.
Joe Csiszer, operations foreman
of the 76 Division Western Region pipeline in the southern division, explains: "This (the tank
farm) is a gathering point for a
good portion of the refined products that come out of the Los
Angeles refinery. From here, we
ship the product af ter an average

stay of about three days, to either
the company's Los Angeles Terminal where it's distributed to
service stations or we ship whatever is necessary to other points
in the West Coast via pipeline."
Csiszer relies on a six-inch
pipeline capable of moving 1,500
barrels each hour from the tank
farm to the terminal, a facility
about 10 miles away from Torrance. "We have three shifts
every day monitoring the shipping and receiving lines 24 hours
a day. These shifts consist of two
persons who oversee the facility's 20 storage tanks which have
a capacity of loo, 000 barrels each.
It's a precise operation since the
product leaving the tank farm
reaches the Los Angeles Termi-

nal in about one hour and 20
minutes.,'
Less than a week after the
crude oil was forced through
water injection to a wellhead at
the Dominguez field, a Union Oil
tank truck, just recently having
left the Los Angeles Terminal,
enters a Union Oil service station
with its. twice-monthly delivery
of gasoline.

This service station is in Carson. The tanker truck then proceeds to pump gasoline into the
station's underground tanks.
Some of the gasoline molecules
from a certain gallon have, in a
sense returned home because
they were produced at a well at
Dominguez, about two miles
away.
®

Technologysales
boost China 1:lade

Llsa Bowden helps with the training of the Chinese visitors by translating complex operation instructions.
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early 1979 Union Oil embarked on a
venture that would turn out to be
far from ordinary.
The buyer was the Research Institute for Petroleum Processing from
Peking in the People's Republic of

China which was interested in acquiring two pilot plants to be part of
a program intended to expand
Chinese research capability. It was
the first time an American firm
would actually supervise the building of such facilities in China.

These two Union Oil plants would
become the most modern and
sophisticated ever used in China.
A pilot plant, in general terms,
is a small refining unit used for research. These plants would be used
for process research relative to the
commercial plants the Chinese are
building. Gene Claypool, engineering associate at the Fred L. Hartley
Research Center in Brea, Gal., and
designer of the plants, explains that
these units can predict the behavior
of a refinery when different feedstocks are run into it.
According to Claypool, ``the

plants are suitable for any kind of
hydrogenation experimentation.
They are equipped with reactors that
take heavy oil and crack it, or break
it down. Through three distillation
columns, the product is separated
into light gases, gasoline fractions,
diesel oil and heavier fractions
which can be recycled to the reactors and cracked again," he explains.
The eight-ton, 22-foot long, 12foot high and four-foot wide pilot

Shengli refinery and should be the
first commercial plant to start-up,
sometime in the fall of this year.
"Since China purchased Union
technology on a commercial scale,
they bought the pilot plants to research the flexibilities of the technology. We expect they will be using
more of our technology in the future
as well," says Lisa Bowden, a technology sales representative who served
as a translator to the Chinese.
Bowden, who speaks fluent Mandarin, the official language of China,
lived in Taiwan during her junior
year in college. During her two
years with Union Oil, she has
traveled to the People's Republic of
China three times.
When the Chinese first began a
program to upgrade and modernize
their research facilities, they contacted several firms in this country.
The entire scope of the project includes the construction of approximately 25 pilot plants, two of which
were subcontracted to Union, one. of
five companies with whom the
Chinese dealt.
"Initially they wanted us to build

more pilot plants for them. They
were interested in smaller catalytic
plants and vacuum distillation
plants. But we felt we could only
undertake the production of two at

plants will augment the commercial operation of four Unicracking
plants and one Unionfining plant
which were sold to China in 1978
and are currently being built.
Two Unicrackers are being
constructed at Nanking, one in a
petrochemical plant to produce
feedstock diesel and one in a refin-

the time," says F. C. Wood, a technology sales manager. "The design
and the supervision of constructing these plants is a tremendous
job requiring the time of many
people," he explains.

ery to produce jet fuel. Another is at
a Shanghai petrochemical plant
and will produce feedstocks for
various synthetic fibers. The last is
in Maoming to produce diesel and
jet fuels at a refinery. The Unionfiner is to produce diesel fuel at the

sign and building. "It's very difficult
because it`s a specialized field and
most engineering companies don't

Normally when technology is
bought, the buying firm chooses an
engineering company to do the de-

know how to make pilot plants,"
says Claypool. `'Most companies
involved in research are also doing

their own designing," he adds. 3»+
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Claypool and Wood participated
in the project's conception negotiations, with the first delegation of Six
•Chinese from the Research Insti-

tute for Petroleum Processing, a
branch of the Chinese Petroleum
Processing Corporation.
Throughout the negotiations the
Chinese were ``very agreeable," says
Wood. ,``They had a good understanding of catalytic processing and
the application of our technology."

"This project was met with a lot

of enthusiasm," says Bowden. There
was a real spirit with cooperation
evident among Union, other firms
and the Chinese."
With the needs of the Chinese
ascertained, Claypool began designing the plants with the help of
Bob Kibblewhite, draftsman for
the project.
``1 had designed some pilot plants

before and we designed the new
ones along the same lines as the
previous plants. However, there
were some special considerations to
be taken Into account," Claypool
explains. "They (the Chinese) have
special problems with their feedstocks. Many of their crude oils
are waxy. This means that there
must be steam tracing to make sure
these fluids will flow throughout
the pilot plants," he says.
Upon completion of the design,
Claypool supervised the construetion of the plants by a small California construction company. The
completed plants were then sent to
the Fred L. Hartley Research Center
where two Chinese operators were
trained to use them.
Training the Chinese were Union
Oil's Jay Campbell, a technical aide,
and George Cheadle, a senior research associate.

"George and I became involved

at the point where the units were
delivered to the research center and
were ready for operation," says
18

Campbell. ``We were responsible for

the plant shake-down - the initial
pressure testing and checkout of all

the instrumentation and equipment. We gave on-the-job training

to the Chinese and wrote the instruction manual for the plants. We
then supervised with the breakdown and packaging of the units
for shipping."

The two Chinese technicians
who arrived here last fall for train-

ing, Mr. Chongren Han and Mr. Yixin
Zhu, will supervise operations and
training for the plants in China. Mr.
Zhu will oversee the plant to be sent
to the Peking Research Institute for
Petroleum Processing and Mr. Ham
will supervise the other to be sent to
the Fusshun Research Institute.
While Zhu and Ham, both process
engineers, spoke some English,
communication was still a problem
that required Bowden to meet with
them at least once or twice a day for
translations.
"Language was a real problem at
times," Says Campbell. ``Some concepts are very difficult to translate.

This is new technology for them,
but they caught on quickly."
Along with translating, Bowden
also followed the progress of the
project and ensured that the needs
of Zhu and Ham were met throughout their six-week stay.
Everyone involved with the project put considerable effort into extending hospitality to the Chinese.
They took the visitors, who stayed
at a motel near the research center,
to different restaurants, invited
them to their homes and made sure
they didn't miss seeing such local
tourist attractions as Disneyland
and Huntington Library.
``They had come from so far away
and were not self-sufficient.. They

couldn't drive and they didn't know
our culture," says Bowden, who
shuttled them to and from work.

``We wanted them to feel comfort-

able and we wanted to let them
know something about the United
States while they were here.
"I think they really enjoyed
Califomia," she adds. ``They re-

marked that they were very well
received by everyone they met."
The visitors also thought Southern California to be very beautiful
and were impressed with the
amount of products available in
stores. They particularly enjoyed
seeing families with well-fed, happy
children doing things together.
``1 think their only complaint

would be that they weren't allowed
to work as of ten as they wanted,"
Campbell says of the technicians
who are accustomed to a six-day
work week. ``They were here over
Christmas and New Year's and they
had a hard time understanding all
of the holidays we had."
"They were very insistent about
Saturday being their study day and
Sunday being a day to amuse themr
selves," Bowden adds.

The plants, which are now Completed and were shipped in June,
were designed to be transported as
total entities, with the exception of
the delicate instruments and small
parts, which had to be packed separately. Union directed the packing
of the plants.
Claypool and Cheadle will soon
visit China for a brief period to see

that the units are assembled correctly and are operating properly.
"I think they will do a really fine
job of getting the units operating,"
says Wood. "Claypool is knowledgeable of the mechanical aspects of the
plants while Cheadle, who is a process engineer, has a thorough understanding of the catalytic process."
Zhu and Ham said they were excited about having the Americans
as visitors and intend to return the
hospitality shown them.
®
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Yixin Zhu and Chongren Han get instructions on the operation of pilot plants from George Cheedle of Union Oil.
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Keith Klrkpatrick (Fi), fishes the lake behind the Pope Valley Union Oil service station-garage with friend Ben Week,

Union 76 service station-garage is still in operation

he would feel at ease and at home. After all,
II JACK
LONDON
wouldmost
happen
upon this
today,
northern
California's
famous
and town
rebellious
literary son in all probability passed through here in
his wanderings at the turn of the century. Nothing
much has changed since.
There may be a few telephone lines here and there,
perhaps a television antenna or two, definitely more
electric wires criss-cross the poles overhead, but the
blacksmith shop is fully operational, the undisturbed
forge i§ full of coal and the shoeing tools are still in

akin to living a chapter out of H. G. Wells' TI.me
Mc!chine. Someone once described this little comer
of the Napa Valley as a '`dust-covered, cobweb-shrouded
museum piece."
But beautiful descriptions aside, the Pope Valley i§
in itself a tightly-knit community with roots deep in
the land.

place on the walls. Across the way, the old store,
saloon and hotel building has not changed since it was
built in 1888 when London, the old sea wolf himself,
was but a mere 12-year-old urchin poaching oysters
from traps set by the Portuguese fishermen of Oak-

It is spring here in the Pope Valley. It is always
spring here.
Brad Kirkpatrick, owner-operator of the Pope Valley
Union 76 garage, Pope Valley resident since 1941 when

land Bay.

Down the road a piece, the only garage in a 20-mile
radius looks very much as it did in 1912-four years
before London killed himself about 18 miles southwest from here in the Valley of the Moon. The old
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and run by the descendants of the family who built it
to cater to the petroleum needs of residents.
Spending time here in Califomia's Pope Valley is

his f ather moved down here from Oregon to start a
successful turkey ranch, opens his Union Oil service
station and begins the daily routine.
Kirkpatrick is married to Elgie Neil, granddaughter
of Thomas L. G. Neil who bought the Pope Valley
store in 1912. Thomas L. G. Neil added a saloon and a
small hotel to the store and ran the complex until
1963 when he died at the age of 90. His son Elgy, Elgie's
father, took over the operations until his death in 1970.
SEVENTY SIX

Bred Kirkpatrick stands by a hand®perated pump.

bottles and beer dating all the way back to the World
War I years.

Typical of the fine vineyards of the valley is this one belonging
to Norman Blanchard which yields fine valley wines.

Today, the store, hotel and saloon are shuttered, but
life as the valley knew it a few generations ago is
encapsulated.
When Elgie Kirkpatrick opens the doors to the place
it's like taking a Twilight Zone trip from the space
age to horse-and-buggy days. The beds are made, but
they haven't been slept on since 1970, the same year
marked on the calendar on the wall. T'he goods on the
shelves are from that same vintage.
"I have left everything just as it was when my
father died," she says. In the saloon, there are whisky

The place itself serves almost as a museum for Pope
Valley, as residents often donate some period pieces to
the place. There are books and dime novels from the
1930s and the china serving looks straight out of the
Roaring Twenties.
Kirkpatrick's uncle Roy lived in the hotel in the
1920s. When he moved out in 1925, he left his ham
radio logs and frequencies from fellow ham operators
around the world.

There is something about Pope Valley that makes
the imagination fly. The valley itself covers an area approximately 10 miles long and three-and-a-half miles
wide and there are over 10,000 acres that are arable.
Norman Blanchard and his wife, Dorothy, are "newcomers," if that's the proper name for a couple who
has lived there for over 30 years.
When the couple first moved to Pope Valley from
San Francisco, neighbors were convinced the architect
and his wife would, in his words, "lose their shirts."
But hard work and perseverance paid off and today
the Blanchard's 300 acres of walnuts consistently

yield good crops.
July/AUGUST,1981
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Dawn over Pope Valley reveals awesome scenery and a landscape dotted with small lakes, plush vegetation and rolling hills.

Ten years ago, at the age of 70, Blanchard decided
to plant ten acres of Semillion grapes. Once again, the
neighbors were extremely skeptical. But Blanchard

proved to be right on course when Americans began to
drink greater quantities of white wine and thus paved
the way for the couple to expand their vineyards.
Today, Blanchard is one of the most respected men in
the area who takes his hobby of plant life study seriously. It's often that one sees him walking about the
valley identifying wildlife in his property. If he is
unfamiliar with a bird or plant, he takes notes to aid
in identification.
Perhaps the most colorful of the Pope Valley residents is 89-year-old Litto Damonte, an Italian immi-

grant who first settled in the valley over 25 years ago.
His passion is not farming, antiques or wildlife. Instead, he opts for collecting hubcaps and is the proud

Norman BIanchard, a transplanted San Franciscan, the
valley's resident expert on flora and fauna, grows grapes.

proprietor of what could easily be the only "hubcap
ranch" in the world.

This ranch is easily found on Pope Valley Road.
Damonte welcomes visitors and will talk anyone's
ears off as he shows his prized items such as the hubcaps of a 1941 Studebaker or a license plate from Japan.

When the spring rains fall over Pope Valley, there is
hardly any traffic on the highways that curve through
22
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Famous Pope Valley resident, 89-year-old Lltto Darrlonte who prides in the ownership of a one-of-its-kind "Hubcap Flanch."

the town which appears as if it is from another world.
Past the Damonte place, around the Kirkpatrick
Union Oil service station-garage and further down the
road, there is the Pope Valley winery lt's atypical of
its cousins in the nearby Napa and Sonoma valleys.
For one thing, there are no tour guides, no gift shops
or even maps. The predominant thing there is the
presence of two or three dogs of undetermined pedigree who lounge in the gravel parking lot. But the
wines produced there are, although less known, as
good as their cousins to the northeast.

Returning to the town and revisiting the Kirkpatrick
Union Oil garage one is guided to the Herman Haus
blacksmith shop. From there one can plainly see the
Kirkpatrick's single, hand-operated gasoline pump
that has served the residents for generations.
"You could say that it's the show piece of the garage,"
says Elgie Kirkpatrick. ``But the only time we use

it nowadays is when we have a power failure and the
school bus needs gasoline. We, too, make exceptions
for some of our customers who might need gasoline
for their trucks, tractors or other farm equipment."
The Kirkpatricks and Haus, owner of the blacksmith
shop, have been neighbors for generations. Inside
J U LY/AU G UST 1981

the blacksmith shop Haus pulls out a pack of Lucky
Strike cigarettes from a drawer and says, ``this is
the last pack of cigarettes my father had. They have
been inside this desk since he died in 1955."
Haus' father, Henry, first opened the Shop in 1882

and Herman checks the shop frequently to see that
everything is in operating order. A wagon that his
father built in 1905 is still in a comer of the blacksmith
shop. It has gone unsold and unused since.
"I've kept the shop as it was so future generations
might see what the old days were like," Haus explains.
``1 could sell all this stuff and make a bundle, but

money isn't everything."
This is the same sentiment echoed by the daughter
of Elgy Nell, Elgie Kirkpatrick. ``We wouldn't think of
selling the store, hotel and saloon," she says. ``The
whole place is like a part of the family."
And if Jac,k London were once again to walk the
streets of Pope Valley and sit by the Union Oil service
station-garage, he, too, would be considered part of
the family and he would feel at home, too.
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The short,
happy life of a

Students prepare a display before the T-shirt and baseball cap sale begins.
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ing nearly all of its stock within
the first half hour of sales. Pleased,
the board of directors paid its bills
and the stockholders proceeded to
dissolve the company and use part
of their profits to finance their
graduation celebration.
With the guidance of Bernie
Dorin, Union Oil`s manager of

marketing linear programs, the
T-shirt and baseball cap ``conglomCrate" was conceived by a class of

32 Calle Mayor Middle High
School eighth graders in Torrance,
24

Gal. Dorin, through weekly visits
to the class as part of the Junior
Achievement program, has ac-

quainted the students with the activities encompassed in the world
of business.

When Dorin's supervisor first
approached him with the idea of
participating in Project Business, a
branch of the Junior Achievement
program wherein businessmen
present economic and business
concepts to junior high school-age
youngsters, Dorin voiced some
misgivings. "I knew it would be
time consuming and I was apprehensive about taking time from
SEVENTY SIX

work," says Dorin, who formerly
taught marketing classes at the
UCLA Extension Program.
But any hesitation he had
quickly yielded to the contagious
excitement effused by the teem-

E\l

agers. `'They're good, bright kids,"
Dorin sa.ys. ``You just have to

know where they're going and get
out of their way because they have
so much energy and enthusiasm."
Dorin explains the rewards of his
involvement: "The reason I'm so
proud of these kids is because they
initiated the project on their own."
rtypically, the formation of
businesses through Junior Achievement is done exclusively at the
senior high school level. "We had
been talking about free enterprise,
conducting business and the risks
involved. They decided they wanted
to be part of that," Dorin adds.
"The whole idea stemmed from
the fact they wanted to raise some
money for their graduation," says
Mitzi Rollo, who teaches a social
studies class. ``They came up with
this idea as an alternative to the
usual bake sales and paper drives."
Rollo invited the Junior Achievement program into her class.
The class had gone through the
entire process of forming a business, beginning with a marketing
survey. The junior businessmen
decided what they were going to
sell while Dorin helped them calculate profit margins and set
prices. An advertising campaign
went into action and an artistic
student designed a catchy logo to
decorate the bright, colorful shirts
and hats which were manufactured in Texas.
Faced with the initial problem of
raising working capital, the students followed Dorin's suggestion
that common stock be sold in the
company. Promises of a return on
stock and certificates of holdings
were given to classmates and
teachers who readily bought over

Tiracy Williams and David Han check sizes of their colorful merchandise.
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ShawnJackson`sresponsibilitywastokeepcashllowing(Bottom).Studentsplacetheirorderswith(L-FI)DianeFleisandFlitaHuftman.

$300 in $2 shares.

The concept of selling stock was
easily understood by the students.
For nearly four months they had
been following their own supposed
investments of $10,000 each, calculating gains and losses while
discussing stock market forces
with their classroom broker, Dorin.
The well-organized company
even elected a president and three
vice-presidents. All students participated in sales and governed
themselves with a carefully-plotted
work schedule. All eight dozen
shirts were sold in the first half
hour of sales and all the hats were
gone by the second day.
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"They concurred and arrived at
their own decisions," explains
Dorin. ``1 would guide them, try to
provide counsel for them but the
whole idea was to let them experience it.,,

Having become wrapped up in
his new project, Dorin, if anything,
felt limited only by having one
hour for his Tuesday morning
visits. ``By the time we reviewed
our stocks and discussed current
events, there was little time to
bring out new subject matter," he
says. He introduced advertising
concepts to them, supply and demand theories and explained systems other than free enterprise for

governing business.
Dorin particularly enjoys working with this age group because, he
feels, they have not yet acquired
some of the negative opinions
about business held by older students. ``We tried to make this a positive experience by exposing them
to business and economics and by
taking them on field trips where
they could see that the people involved are real, just like their
friends, their families and their
neighbors," says Dorin.
Four Union Oil-sponsored field
trips have integrated real business
situations and classroom discussions. The students viewed films
SEVENTY SIX

about the North Sea and oil shale
at Union Oil Center in Los
Angeles, toured THUMS and the
Los Angeles refinery, operated
computer terminals at Service
Bureau Corporation, and learned
about pre-Industrial Revolutionary
life at Knott's Berry Farm.
After each field trip they discussed their experience, what they
saw and how they felt about it.
They noted the different occupations they evidenced and discussed
what they might have to learn in
order to do those various jobs. ``It

gets them thinking and preparing
themselves for the future. It's been
important I or them to see both
men and women doing the same
jobs. I think kids need models.
They need to be able to see things
happen," says Dorin.

Obviously enj oying their venture,
the future high school students
bustled in preparation for the sale,
demonstrating their understanding
of a very complex subject made
simple for them by Dorin.
"We've really enjoyed having
Mr. Dorin come to our class. He

presents things so that we can understand them and makes them interesting," says Diane Reis. "Some
people try to explain things that
just go right over our heads, but
Mr. Dorin puts things at our level,"
says Peg Garcia.

Perhaps the strongest evidence
that the program has met its intended objective is given by the
parents. Dorin attended an open
house at the school where parents
expressed their interest and appreciation for the program.
'`These kids are thinking about

business and they're talking about
it. They are more aware and certainly more interested now that it
means something to them. They
realize that we business people are
real," says Dorin, ``and we (businessmen) don't necessarily have
horns coming out of our heads." ©
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EBECONT
By Karen Sikkema

W

HEN PREslDENT REAGAN

domestic activity is a downward
pressure on demand for imports
that is sure to reduce our depen-

productswouldbelifted,hewasremoving price ceilings from a small

dence on foreign oil.
Perhaps the best way to understand the benefits the country and

percentage of U.S. production

which would have been freed of
controls in a f ew months anyway.
The significance of President
Reagan's move is less the tangible
impact on decontrolling the rest of
U.S. production, than the signaling
to U.S. consumers and OPEC that

Union Oil Company get from

market forces-not governmental
pundits-will now govern the en-

percent of all its oil. What was
once cheap foreign crude suddenly
became twice as expensive as the
domestic oil which had been

ergy sector of the U.S. economy.

Ten years of oil pricing policy that

price-controlled for two years, and

prices, were ended.
President Reagan's action formally and finally aclenowledged

OPEC-induced turn of events was
not to end price controls, as it
should have been. Rather price
controls were extended. The pur-

level price of crude oil.

eral policy makers did not

understand was that although OPEC prices seem
high, they do define the true
market level price.

decontrol is to consider how badly
controls penalized us both as a
nation and as a company.
The Arab embargo of 1973
turned oil pricing upside down. At
that time the U.S. imported 26

preached conservation, but encouraged wasteful consumption; that
encouraged new and costly production, yet prevented market level

thattheOPECprice,althoughhigh,
is in fact the worldwide market

Of course, what these fed-

The result of this increased

announced on January 28
that all controls on
domestic petroleum and petroleum

Decontrol of domestic petroleum
and petroleum products was an
essential step that had to be taken
in order to reduce our dependency
on foreign oil. The Mideast crises
of the last f ew years riave highlighted the ``razor's edge" of our

precarious oil supply situation.
This single action of allowing
domestic oil prices to rise to world
levels has given U.S. energy producers and consumers the incentives to respond in a way that
meets our national energy needs:
• Oil producers are energetically
looking for more domestic oil.
• Consumers are using less

energy, more efficiently.
• Energy producers are encouraged

to develop alternate sources
of energy.

consumers now had to wait in
long lines to get it.
The legislative response to the

pose of these new laws and regulatiofls was to insulate consumers

from high oil price increases-the
easiest political response, but an
ill-advised policy response.

I;:h::as:;I:al:c:e:::;n:t:;llop:ry:s:t:edg;-t
Reagan's move last January, was
established at this time. Essentially, the price controlled policy

goal was to provide incentives for
new or uneconomic crude oil

production, while not letting
existing conventional production
"unjustifiably" benefit from OPEC
price increases. Federal officials

did not view the OPEC price as a
true market level price but, rather,
as an artificially high price established by a cartel. Of course, what
these federal policy makers did not

understand was that although
OPEC prices seem high, they do
define the true market level price.
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acted by immediately lifting
domestic price controls. Domestic
oil I)rices would then have risen.
This move would have encouraged
then declining production of new
oil to compete against OPEC. This,
too, would have forced OPEC
prices down or at least slowed the
rate of its skyrocketing increases.
This,is essentially what is happening today as a result of decontrol.
The ``simple" price control program initiated in the early 1970's
was extended and new allocation
formulae added in the mid-1970's.
What began as a fairly modest

attempt to shield consumers from
the true cost of energy, mushroomed into a complex program
with more serious impacts than
may have been originally intended.
Each new regulation or regulatory
program created a need for yet
another to correct the negative
aspects of the previous program.
Unexpected changes in the international oil market-Iranian revolution, Iraqi-Iranian war, unexpected

high OPEC price hikes-simply
added to the problems that the
federal programs created.

I

he major bugaboo in this
Alice in Wonderland world
of regulation that was
nearly as disruptive as the price
and allocation controls themselves
was the Entitlements Program and
the excess baggage which came
with it. The Entitlements Program

provided that companies that had
access to less expensive price-

all crude flowing through all U.S.
refineries, spreading the "benefits"
of price controlled crude among

all refiners. Thus, entitlements
subsidized some refiners at the
expense of others, shifting money
around the industry while subsidizing the imports of foreign oil.
The Entitlements Program became so expansive and expensive
that during 1980 half a billion dol-

lars changed hands every month as
the haves shared their good fortune with the have-nots. In 1980,
Union Oil paid about $54 million
in entitlements and during the life

of the program-excluding last
January and any "clean up"
costs-paid about $695 million.

W

hile Union Oil and other
domestic producers suffered, some companies

got fat off the program:
1. Large independents (so-called

because they produce less
than 30 percent of the crude
they need).

2. About 60 new, backyard-size
refineries, often called
"teakettles" or "bias babies."

What began as a fairly
modest attempt to shield
consumers from the true
cost of energy, mushroomed
into a complex program
with more serious impacts
than may have been originally intended.

These outfits sprang up
specifically to cash in on gov-

ernment subsidies worth as
much as $2 a barrel to very
small refiners.
3. Some major integrated companies that are heavily depen:
dent on foreign crude.
4. Municipalities and non.energy
companies. They could sell
entitlements because they
were using or producing
higher-cost alternative fuels
such as municipal waste.

controlled domestic oil were not
"entitled" to refine it unless they
paid refiners of imported crude.
The sums paid were based on a
complicated f ormula originally
conceived to equalize the price of

allocation controls and their
"satellite" programs, the

In addition to federal price and
government interfered in several
other ways, too. During periods of
rapidly rising world oil prices (1974
and again in 1979| the U.S. govern-

ment tried to reduce pressure on

-+
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world oil markets by discouraging
U.S. oil companies from importing
oil. This led to artificial shortages

sations about oil tankers waiting

decrease in demand resulting from
increased OPEC prices forced many
to the reluctant conclusion that
decontrol of domestic oil prices
was in the national interest after
all. Further, President Carter was
f aced with the legislated ending of

offshore for prices to rise.

controls on October 1, ]981.

in the U.S., gasoline lines, caused

all kinds of fuel hoarding, the
"topping off" of tanks and accu-

In addition, the Department of
Energy (DOE) was created to administer these federal programs.
DOE employs some 20,000 ac-

DOE employs some 20,000

accountants, inspectors,
analysts, hearing examiners, lawyers, bureaucrats
and assorted economists.
Their budget of $10 billion

per year exceeded the
profits of all oil companies
combined.

countants, inspectors, analysts,
hearing examiners, lawyers, bureaucrats and assorted economists.
Their budget of $10 billion per year
exceeded the profits of all oil
companies combined.
To the extent consumers got
fuels at lower prices because of
federal controls, consumption and
imports were encouraged and
OPEC was supported. Federal price
and allocation controls and their
"satellite" programs had just the
opposite effect intended by federal

policy makers.

Al:;:t:p;r:er:o:::d:e:so:d:::::e:;:?ra,:
key proposal, which provided for decontrol of domestic oil with a new
crude oil equalization tax (COET),
remained stalled while U.S. demand for I)etroleum continued
to rise, and finally peaked.
Congress apparently would not
face the c,onsequences of artificial
constraints on fuel prices. Consumers were used to protection
from the facts of life and officials,
both elected and appointed, were
afraid of public reaction if price
and allocation controls were to
be lifted.

In 1979, there was a new Con-

gress, a revolution in Iran, a
doubling of OPEC prices and a
recession. The danger of dependence on foreign oil was again dramatized by gasoline lines in most
areas of the country. The actual
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In April,1979, President Carter
announced his newest plan to reduce the country's dependence on
foreign oil. His new energy program gradually decontrolled
domestic crude oil prices between

I

June 1,1979 and October 1,1981.

he political price of oil decontrol was the so-called
'`windfall profits" tax (actu-

ally an excise tax unrelated to
profits). Under this tax, 30-70 percent of the revenue increase result-

ing from the phased decontrol
program would go to the federal
government, rather than to producers. This reflected a continuation, both in the Administration
and Congress, of the assumption
that the economics of oil production did not deserve full OPEC-

The Entitlements Program

became so expansive and
expensive that during 1980
half a billion dollars changed

hands every month as the
haves shared their good
fortune with the have-nots.

level prices. This resulted in
President Carter giving producers

higher prices with one hand, while
he taxed much of it away with the
other. It is not clear what President
Reagan can, or will not do, about
the windfall profits tax.
The windfall profits tax dulls
the stimulating impact that decontrolled prices could have on in-

creasing domestic energy supplies.

However, even with the new tax
in I)lace, domestic producers are
reacting to decontrol as free marketers predicted:
• The number of domestic oil
wells drilled increased from
19,383 in 1979 to 27,026 in
1980-a 39 percent increase.
• The U.S. rig count increased
from 2,182 in 1979 to 2,915 in
1980, a 34 percent increase.

• Daily U.S. crude production
rose from an average of 8.55 to
8.59 million barrels per day
from 1979 to 1980, reversing

years of production decline.
This year is expected to be
another record-breaking year. It is
clear that decontrol has had a
dramatic positive impact on the
investment decisions of domestic
oil producers.
Decontrol of crude oil also is

having an important impact on
enc,ouraging development and production of other sources of energy.
Price controls act like a subsidy
to users of crude oil, making oil
look more attractive to energy
users than other forms of energy.
Once the price is decontrolled, the
subsidy is gone, and alternative
forms of energy become price
competitive with crude.

U.Sdjmi:a:si:§L:e°:de:tf:I:;
considerably since decontrol began
in mid-1979. Product demand for
the year June,1980 to rune 1981

dropped as follows from the same
period 1978-79:
Product
Decrease is Demand
Gasoline
12.2percent
Distillate
27.2 percent

Residual

20.7 percent

Although it is unclear how
much of the decrease is attributable to the large OPEC price increases and how much to decontrol,
lt is clear that higher prices result

JULY/AUGUST,1981

in decreased demand. Market signals
are no longer mixed. Oil prices are
now reflecting their real value,
which means they are at world levels.
These higher prices are motivat-

needs from June, 1980 to Tune,
1981. The year before, for the same

period, the U.S. imported 43 percent. This drop of course, is at-

tributable to the drop in consumer
demand for petroleum products.
As with demand, it is difficult to
assess how much of the decrease is
attributable to decontrol of U.S.

crude oil prices and how much to
OPEC price hikes. OPEC undoubtedly is responsible for most of the
decline in imports. Nevertheless,
decontrol is having a dampening
impact on the demand for imports.
In summary, much of what
passed for energy policy in the
1970's appears to be behind us.

Most price and allocation controls
are lifted, the Entitlements Program and most subsidies to refiners are nearing their end.
Refiners who survived the 1970's
because of federal programs that
provided assured supply and relatively low prices for refinery
feedstocks will suffer. Without
continued preferential treatment,
it will be difficult to continue

Price controls act like a
subsidy to users of crude
oil, making oil look more

attractive to energy users
than other forms of energy.
Once the price is decontrolled, the subsidy is gone,
and alternative forms of
energy become price competitive with crude.

to Operate.

The rationale for decontrol of
crude oil prices is clear cut:

• To provide movement toward
free markets in energy.
• To provide a greater economic

incentive for producers
to develop new reserves,
thereby lessenmg the need for
imported oil.
• To curtail inefficiency and
over-consumption.
This is precisely what has happened. After a 10 year detour, the
U.S. is finally back on the road to
energy independence.
©
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ment, and while putting a small alrcralt

maneuvers in
that
would turn
the Red
ACHIE through
DEAN BELIEVEs
protecting
the environBaron green, that's exactly what he does.
Dean's company, Patroline, Inc., is responsible for
flying over I,083 miles of pipeline in Union Oil Company's San Luis Obispo Northern Division. This is
done at anywhere from tree-top level to up to I,000
feet, whatever altitude is needed to best discern the
pipelines. The lines are carefully patrolled by Dean or
any of his three employees for leaks or any irregularities that might cause damage to the pipelines.
Dean also patrols 200 miles of pipelines for Union's
Southern Division.
Crude oil and semi-refined products move inside
the pipelines over the expanses which stretch from
Santa Barbara, through Sam Luis Obispo, all the way
north to Sam Francisco and which reach out into the
Bakersfield area of Kem County. Dean works closely
with D. ). ``Dutch" Van Haneveld, superintendent
of the Northern Region Pipeline Division, an expert
team that keeps the oil flowing smoothly through
the lines.

It's not a first-class, luxury flight in the friendly
skies in Dean's small green and white Bellanca
Citaborea-a small two-seater, single engine aircraft
with such maneuverability that it can best be described by reading its name backwards-as he inspects
the pipelines that are buried under miles of hilly
terrain, farmland and desert. His two Piper Super Cubs
are flown with just as much agility. Having flown
the route for 33 years, he is familiar with the endless
paths of pipelines in the area as he is with the instruments of his plane. Because of the low altitude he
must fly and the intricate flight pattern he must
follow, Dean skillfully glides the small plane through
maneuvers and zigzags that have been known to turn
the stomach of even veteran fliers.
Every gust of wind, every degree of pitch and yaw
that Dean puts his aircraft through gives the sensation of an amusement park ride gone berserk. The
panoramic view of scenic rocky beaches, neat green
rectangles of farm crops and rows of houses in small
communities blur past the windows of the plane
which usually cuts a swath through the skies around
120 miles per hour.
Dean appears to control the plane with tremendous
ease tilting it from side to side while scanning the
land below with expert eyes trained to find even the
faintest black spots on the ground which might indicate oil seepage from the pipelines.
"Although I don't fly many natural gas lines I've
spotted leaks by water bubbling and dust blowing up
from the ground. Those were rather large leaks," he
says. ``In the summer it's more difficult to spot them,
but in the winter you can see where the vegetation
has died. The same goes for gasoline. It evaporates so

you can't see it, but it kills the vegetation."
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Pools of brackish water can sometimes be mistaken
for leaks, but with a keen eye and years of experience
the difference can be instantly recognized. "If it (the
water) has a rainbow sheen to it, then usually it's a

petroleum product but sometimes you can only tell by
having it checked out on the ground," Deans says.
New developments within the oil industry have
made pipeline leaks something of a rarity. Maintenance is an ongoing process as old lines are replaced
with new ones protected from corrosive agents in the
soil by modern protective coatings. ``Back in the days

when we used to walk the lines," says Van Harreveld,
who walked many miles of lines at the beginning of
his 31 year Union Oil career, "we were mainly looking
f or corrosion pit holes or collar leaks in the lines, but
technology has eased that problem quite a bit." The
robust man explains how two people using a truck
could check the lines "leap frog fashion." One would
get out and walk several miles while the other drove
ahead and waited his turn.
Dean and Van Harreveld are now mainly concerned
with preventing people from digging into the lines.
Dean keeps a close watch for people working around
the lines which are covered with three to four feet
of earth.

Much of the area, known as the nation's salad bowl,
abounds with orchards and vegetable fields. Acres of
lush green crops lie over lines of flowing petroleum.
Pipelines are clearly marked with stakes bearing
blue and orange flags waning excavators of a pipeline
in the vicinity and giving a Union Oil phone number.
Most pumping stations along the route are equipped
with a pipeline monitoring system which can detect
a drop in pipeline pressure between two points. All
stations have been designed eventually to take on this
computerization. The system is useful in showing a
small loss that might be difficult to detect visually.
This dual patrol on land and in the air not only functions as a preventative to problems but can give exact
locations of leaks quickly.
Union's lines are surveyed twice a week by Patroline.
``We have to check that often because building and
construction projects move rapidly. When the lines
were first laid they were put here because the area
was unpopulated and relatively away from large cities.
That's not the case anymore," says Dean.
When something flags the attention of the pilots,
`»/ '`,
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Ships unload their oil cargo at Union's pier in Avila Bay from where pipelines carry it to the tank farm.

district foremen are notified by radio so that problems
can be investigated immediately. A written report is
tuned in weekly to Van Harreveld as a back up to
radio communication.
Patroline, Inc. began operating in 1947. Its owner
was Robert Smoot. Union was one of the first companies to use pipeline pilots on the West Coast. Aerial
surveillance had already been used in the mid west
and Texas, but only for checking the main lines. Smoot
convinced oil companies that he could check the
smaller lines as well. With a growing business, he
hired Dean as a mechanic in 1948. Dean soon began
flying the pipelines himself and in 1954, when Smoot
was killed in a crash, began running the company. In
1964 Dean bought the company from Smoot's widow.
Leaming only the route that Patroline covers take
about, three months, explains the 54-year-old bachelor.
"Novice flyers take a map and get someone like
`Dutch' to go with them to point out the lines," he
says. Van Harreveld worked on the design and supervision of the constniction of many of the pipelines.
Dean considers it part of his job to lean the oilman's
lingo. "We have to be able to communicate with
the oil people in their own language in order to be
specific," he says, adding that it takes about a year
to train a good pipeline pilot to know what to look for
and how to communicate properly.
The pilots work out of Bakersfield and Paso Robles
and usually fly from 300 to 500 feet above the ground

in unpopulated areas. When patrolling over cities they
move up to 800 or 1,000 feet and try to make gentle
curves as they mimic the pipeline paths below them.
``Sometimes people think we're fooling around up

there, not realizing that we have to fly the way we do."
Each of Dean's four planes is identified with PATROL
marked on the undersides of the wings.
In his many years of pipeline flying, Dean has had
only one mishap. While landing at one of the pump
stations a gust of wind caught the wings of the plane
and pushed it into the pipe switching manifold. Neither
pilot nor airplane was hurt and Dean describes
the incident as "one of those freak things," adding
with a grin, "I haven't scratched a wing since."
Some areas are more difficult to patrol than others,
Dean explains. For example, the San Luis Obispo area
has more vegetation and fog, the terrain is rough and
the pipelines are not very straight. In the Sam Joaquin
Valley the land is flat and the lines are fairly straight.
The pilots, each covering a separate section of the
lines, rotate in order to stay familiar with all of the
different areas.

Flying the pipelines for up to six hours a day can be
rough on the body, but it's hard on the mind as well.
``You have to en]oy flying because it can become monot-

onous. Fortumtely my avocation is my vocation.
It's hard work but I love it," says Dean. "We're trying
to perform a service. We're protecting the people
and the environment they live in."

Nearby oil wells gather their product at this pump station where Dean checks pipelines transporting the oil.
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Jul:yl981

30 YEAF`S

40 YEAFts

SHIRLEY E, HALL

Jul.y 1981
Schaumburg. 11

Un/on Oil Center

JAMES F DICKENS
FIUFuS P VAN ZANDT

Umor\ Oil Cenlor
Union Oil Center

HAF`VEY HENNING

20 YEARS
Schaumburg, 11

Unior` Oil Center

5 YEAF]S
Union Oil Center
union Oil Center

AUGUST 1981

CAFIL F SNIDER

ALLAN w pEFmy
MAFIK D STEINMEYEFI

10 YEAFIS

MAF`IA T AFIANGUFIE

lBF3A MILLEF`

25 YEAFts
Brea, Ca
Brea, Ca

LAWFIENCE B FC)LKS

.

JOHN A GRIMES

Santa paula, Ca

Brea, Ca

§#o#LYEGA:LTASDWDA*:oN

Brea, Ca,
Brea, Ca.

IiAF`LAN G GRAY

San'aLOFs°AS:P::nR:e:r:£

AUVIE A. BAILEY

Midland.Tx.

PIAYMOND E CRISWELL

,

Brea, Ca.

MolJIIo, AI

Santa Paula, Ca.

JAMES D SCHLOTTACH
DALE 1] SHAWCF`OFT

10 YEAFIS
DOUGLAS E McCOF`KELL

Bakersfleld. Ca,

15 YEAFts
DUANE E MESH
ALAN F` PECK

15 YEAFIS
Umon Oil Center
Union Oil Center

Worland,Wy.

20 YEARS

AUGUST 1981

Unron 011 Center

5 YEAFIS
BECKI GUEF`F`EF`O

SAM S. F]USSO
LOYE G WALKEF`

5 YEARS
Union Oil Center

GEF]ALD L BEEBE

Brea. Ca

Santa Paula. Ca,
Casper. Wy.
Houston, Tx
Lafayette, La
Houma, La.
And rews, Tx

10 YEAFIS
DONALD E BABCOCK

15 YEAFIS
DOF\EEN H. JUNG

WILLIAM J CBAWFOBD
FIOBEFIT E GLAZE
EDWAF]D JASINSKl

15 YEARS
GAFtY W SJOGFIEN

C)rcu!l, Ca

Broa. Ca.

25 YEAFIS
Uiiion oil Center
umon Oil Center

Bakersflold, Ca.

AFITHUF` W SILVA

30 YEAF`S
Brea. Ca

JUANITA a. SHEDFIICK

JC)SEPH F FEEHAN
JOHN M WESTF]uP

Brea, Ca
Bred, Ca

30 YEAF`S
DEAN SANDFOFtD
CAFILYLE G WIGHT

10 YEAFIS
FIEYNOLD T Scl"IDT

Union Oil Center

LAUFIENCE S FllcHAPIDS

EUGENE C SCHLUTEFl. Jr.

15 YEAl]S

35 YEARS
HAFIOLD L FOTHERGllL

35 YEAFIS
LEROY W. HOLM

CLAFIA G. HEALY

0roull, Ca

area, Ca.
Brea, Ca

POLAND F DEEPllNG

JEANNE E BFtADY

MANUEL CBAVALHO. Jr

clay C,'y,11

COLIN H. CHADEIAND

25 YEAF]S

ELVEPINA L DUBOIS

JAMES E, BAKEF]

40 YEAFts

BAFIFIY G WILSON

Orcutt, Ca.
Houstor`, Tx
Union Oil Center

Broa, Ca

10 YEA f`S
JAMES W. BENSON
CHAF`LES D COOPEF`

UNION I]EAL ESTATE DIVISION

ALFl]ED Pl, D.ADAMO

W

L'berty,11.

Anchorage. Ak.

Casper, Wy
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BICHAF`D 8 GOMEZ

Lafayette, La

JEFIFIY J HOUGH

clay C,'y.11.

SuSAN M. KF]AUSE
LLOYD C, SIMMONS

JOSEPH E SuTOFIIUS

Anchorage. Ak
Anchorage, Ak.
Sanla Fe Spnr`gs. Ca.

15 YEARS
ALEXANDER SISSON
JIMMY D. THOMPSON
DENNIS L. VENEf]

Anchorage, Ak
Ardmoro. Ok
Sanla Fe springg. Ca

10 YEA fls

5 YEAF`S
MAFIOLEE B. BUEITNEF`

Ventura. Ca.
Bakerslield, Ca
Baker§1i eld, Ca
Houston, Tx.
Bakersf leld, Ca
Ventura,Ca.
Los Angelas, Ca
Vontura, Ca.
Coalinga, Ca
Houston,Tx
Anchorage. Ak,

SCOTT M BUSH
JACQUELINE L CAMPBELL
LEE W. CAF`FIOLL

BICHAF`D L DUNHAM

FIOY W FULWIDEF`

CYFIENA P HELLMAN
DAVID W MAUTZ
FtuBEN H PEF`EZ

JOHN W, SCHANCK
JOHN Fl. UNDERHILL

AUGUST 1981

CAFIL A DOOLEY
DON E, EVEF`T
NEELEY T WF`lGHT, Jr

Clay C,ty,11
0lney,11

F`ONALD D. BUFIT

Coalinga. Ca,
Log Ange'es. Ca
Los Angelos. Ca
Houston,Tx

Anchorage . Ak
Houma. La.
Log Angeles, Ca

ANTOINETTE HAFIPIS

LOBPIETTA C HYATT
TOM Y JOE

.

5 YEAFts

Union Oil Center

Snyder, Tx

Ventura. Ca.
Bakorsf ield, Ca

ALFBED CHAVEZ
PATPllcK a. COILINS
DWIGHT E JOHNSON

.

30 YEARS
Lafay®tto. La

CLIFFC)PID W DUNHAM
CLAPIENCE G HUTCHEBSC)N

Tatl, Ca'

KAYE MADEFtE

Lalayelto. La,
Anchorage. Ak

SALLY A MEHFIMAN
DANIEL L MCDONALD

Moblle, AI

MAFITHA F` F]OBIN

Lafayotto. La
Bakersf ield, Ca

MICHAEL F SPIEFI
JAcl< M, TIMMEFIMAN. Jr

Taft. Ca
Anchorage. Ak.

Log Angelos, Ca

LANNIN

ROBEF`T G ROBEF`SON
WALTEF` C SANDEFIS

JOHN J SCHULTZ
MABEL A SMITH

Los Angeles Rellnery
Los Angeles Reflnery
Los Aiigelos, Ca
San Lul§ Obispo, Ca.
San Franc]sco Re(Inery

FtoBEFITD AASEN

Los Angelos Reflnery
San Franclsco Bell nery

,

SIGNE E, A. ANDEFISEN
FC)FIF`EST E AFIMSTFloNG

KENNETH FI BAFITON
CHAF]LES G. CAMPBELL
LOUIS C, CHUFICHILL
NOF`MAN 1. DENTON

Log Angeles Plefinery

Los Angeles, Ca
Schaumburg. H,
Chicago Petinery

HERBEF`T F`. DFIESSLEFI

HAyDEN H. JONES, Jr

Los Angeles Floflnery

DONALD J. KFIAIJSE

Schaumburg. Il.

BOMAINE L MALLATT
DONALD MAFISHALL
JACK L McCULLOUGH
PFIESTON 11 MC)SS

San Francisco Polinory
Log Angeles` Ca
Tulsa, Ok
Amoricu8, Ga,

,

FIOBEF`T F NOOTBAAFI

Schaumbiirg.11,

San Francisco Fleflnery
Los Angoles. Ca,
Pen9acola, Fl,

THOMAS D` PEFIEIRA
EUGENE E SCHULTZ

CLAl]ENCE J. WAF`THEN

J u I:y 1 981

WILLIAM S McCONNOP

san,as::t§pprfnu::: 8:

GLENE

Log Ag%:I::mT£:Tjr3'
,

Union Oil Center

KLINE.

Log Angeles Terminal
Los Angeles Teiminal
Los Angeles l]eli nery
Cleveland, Oh ,
Los Angeles. Ca

,

.

NYLA J. MUNSTEPMAN
MAFIGARET A, REESE
LosAngele9.Ca

Mlaml. F'

Son Francisco, Ca

SHAF`ON f`. PIODPllGUEZ

Bred. Ca.
Son Francisco Rof lnery
F`ichmond Terminal

VEFINON L SLAYDEN

ALICE 8. SOF`FIELS

FI K STEWART
GENE V WILSON
Arapahope Plpo Llno Co.

Brush, Co.

20 YEAFts
LOUIS E. BF`UDGE
ALICEM BUS§ELL.

floGEB H. MONTOYA
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Schaumburg,11

Bellon, Soiith Carolma

FllcHAPID D, DOLAN

20 YEAFts
GLOPIA A. TEKAMPE

Beaumont F}e(Inery

San F.anclsco Reflnery

WILLIAM A AFINOLD

KENNETH E BUFINS
GEOF`GE H. CLAF`K
WAYNE E` HAMILTON

40 YEARS

:5#: RRHM::#x uR
Orcutt, Ca.
Orcutt. Ca

8:E¥ E ##EflHTS

DONALD C HC)BERG
DELBEF`T a HOLM
LOUIS S KNUDSEN
JOSEPH C. MCKUSICK
MICHAEL VEBBISICO

MAF`IE E BFIOWN

UNION 76 DIVISION

Houston . Tx
Houston , Tx .
Ardmore.Tx
Houston.Tx

25 YEARS
ALBERT G PLUMB
DAFmEL A REDFEFIN

FIIchmond Terminal

umon 011 Center
Jack§On, M,.

O,cu'', Ca

JAMES E JOHNSON
ANNA L

Mob'Ie. AI

Anchorage, Ak.

STEPHEN C LEAF

GARY L SMITH
F`AYMOND CHOATE

Midland. Tx

oklat`oma City, Ok.
union Oil Center
Houston.Tx

MARY LOU MEYEFI
PAUL 13EN SELLEF]S. J/

I

Chicago Plefinery

EVA HAFIBIET HALL

W L,berty.11-

WILLIAM J. CESSNIJN. Jr
AFITHUFI J. GUILIOTTE

GFtEGOF`Y H. BLAKE

35 YEAFts
F`AYMOND H DEAL
CHAFILES PI COLLINS
ROBEF`T G, DAFIIES

ERNEST D. BAFIBEE

ELMUS L BFtowN

FF`ANK A Bl/ESING

Macon, Ga
.

.

Cincinnati, Oh.

'

Bakeistiold. Ca

Superior, WI

JAMES F] NELSON

Los Angeles, Ca

JOHN S ROSSITEFI
ABTHUR K SIJOZUYA

Honolulu Terminal

,

Charleston, W V

FIOBEFIT F STUMP

Chicago Poflnery

J U I:y 1 981
25 YEAFIS

5 YEAF`S
Los Angoles, Ca

W E BFIANSTF`OM

15 YEARS
GUS S BEITF`AN
EDWAF`D E. BONDS

Bichmond Terminal

DEEF`lNG

Seattle , Wa

WAYNE E KIELMA

Ch[cago Roflnery

EDNAK

ALEXANDEf` L

Honolulu Terminal
WIldwood. FI

MILLEF`

SAMUEL PEW
JACK W TOOMEY
JOEL E WITZMAN
CHABLES H WEBF`E

Coltcin, Ca

CARFloL J FLANDEBS

Los Angeles, Ca

Log Angeles F3ellnery

Los Angeles Flelinery
Schaumburg.11

Los Angeles, Ca

MAPllE D JACKICICH

JOHN F KACZMAF`EK

Log Angeles F]eflnoiy

BOBEF`T C SCHEFIMEFIHOF`N
HAF`OLD R SMITH

Los Angeles Fleltnery
Los Angele§ Flellnery

Bichmond Termlnal

DONALD E TEF`FIY

Sacramento, Ca
Atlanta, Ga
Garland,Tx

JAMES W Gf`IFFITH

Schaumbiirg,11

JOHN G CHAPMAN
JOHN A. DENNIS
CLARENCE DEVAULT
MICHAEL J, DOUGHEBTY

Ta'', Ca,

Lost:gel:;ep::,,n€;y
Los Angeles f`olinery

F`OBEF`T S GUEF`F`A

San Fiancisco. Ca

CLAUDIA J MATHESON
WILLIAM F`

Chlcago F`ef lnery

PIPEB

LEON FIOSEBORD
DAVID C, SCHUHMANN

Los Angeles F]olinery

STEPHEN J SOPIVETTI

San Francisco F`elinery

San Francisco, Ca

F`EMEDIOS B SOFIIANO

Beaumom Fle(Inery

DAVID J SPPIEUTELS

DONALD E SUDEFIMAN
CHABLES F SULLIVAN
JEFIF`y D YAGHEFl

LESSIE L

MCKINNEY

JACK E. PELLOAT

North Hollywood. Ca
Bcaumont Fleflnery

MAFIILYN C O`CONNELL

Los Angeles Terminal

HELEN A MELVIN

ETHEL L SPINIOLAS

Schaumburg,11

MAF`lAN D. TUMPA

Schaumburg,11

WILDA M TUBNEB

Schaumburg, 11

AUDF`EY WALL

Schaumburg,11

Los Angeles, Ca
Oakland, Ca

ETHEIE'NE S, POSTON

San Fianclsco FLelmery
San Francisco F`ef inery
Los Angoles Ref lnery

5 YEAFIS
Schaumburg. II

BETTY L. BFlooKS
CODY D BF`OWNING
GRACIEIA CONTFIEFIAS
LINDA P DELEAU
ELDO N EVENSON
PAUL D KOHLER
CHAflLES MAPITIN
CHBISTOPHEF`L MCKINNEY
DANIEL J OTTEM

Los Angeles Termlnal
Tucson Termlnal
Schaumburg, Il.
San Franci3co Rotlnery
Log Angeles Terminal
Atlan`a. Ga
Los Angeles Betinery
San Francisco Betinery
San Franclsco l]el/nery

WILLIAM V PADILLAS

Portland, Or.

WAYNE C REUTEFI

Mlami, FI

CIAFIF`y D f`00NEY
IESLIE E SHIBKEY
MICHAEL W STEPHENS
HANNE FI Tof`FiES
GLENN F TFIIMMEFI
CHEFIYL M TUCKEf`

Schaumburg, II
Bichmond Terminal
San Francisco Plelinery
Sacramento, Ca
San Francisco Rolinery
Mmneapolls, Mn

PAM G VIGAFllo

MCKldltrick, Ca

ANTONIO A. YBARFIA

Los Angeles pefinery

Schaumburg,11

PIOBEBT L CLAPK
TEPll]Y L HOPKINS

Los Angeles F]eflnery

Plttsburgh, Pa

JOHN M. IZAJ. Jr

DONALD A KNIGHTON
JIMMYC MEEK

LARF]Y E PRINCE
TILLMAN

Log Angeles Rofinery

Los Angoles F]ef lnery
San Francisco Plelinery
Beaumont Ref lnery
Los Angeles Terminal
Log Angele6 Reflnery

Cmcinnati. Oh

FIONALD L ABBOTT
HEBBEBT ABLINE

Los Angele§ Betinery

A D ASHIEY

Wildwood, FI

HARFIY L CLAF`K

Log Angelos Terminal
Los Angeles Plelinery
Los Angeles Plelinery
Cincinnati, Oh

PAUL M. CBOSSMAN
DENNIS W DENTON

Los Angeles Fleflnery
Chlcago Fle(Inery

MCKINLEY GILLIAM, Jr

Los Angele§ Plelinery

HEFIMAN J GFIANGER

Beaumont Flef(nery

GIENN P HAYES
SANDRAJ HOEDEL
BRIAN A HOPPS

Beaumont F`ofm Cry

JOHN W BAIFI
NOBMANJ CAf]BICK
VINCENTJ CARTA

F`AYMOND D

Son Francisco Belinery
Anchorage` Ak.
Log Angeles Terminal

DALE L BABCOCK
DONALD L BFIADLEV

NATHANJ

KING

35 YEAfls

Schaumburg,11

Toledo. Oh

FIOBIN W CHAMNESS
FANNIE FI CHAPIN

Schaumburg. 11

VINCENT EGIDI

Beaumont Ftef lnery
Beaumont Flelmery

WAF`FIEN G HAWKINS

Beaumont F`e(inery

FIAYMOND E DUKE

Dayton. oh

EDGAF` W KLAUEF`

Beaumonl Refinery

CAPL E LAPIKIN

Torrance, Ca.

RO BEFIT NE I BE F`G E R

W.J. BURRELL

JOHN E CBOFTON
PATF`lcK D DBISCOLL
BFIYAN M HARF`AH

OSCAF` A HUTCHINSON
CAFIL NETTEFI

JOSEPH E PALMA

Tucker. Ga
Newark, Ca.

10 YEAFIS
Brea, Ca

8ILLYCflENSHAW
COY E` EUDY
PONALD FASOLA
JOHN T GFtAY

Charlotte, N C.

La Mlrada, Ca
Mobile, AI

KENNETH MINSHEW

Ch,cago,11.

JILL WAINSCOTT

Ch,caoo. ''
Ch,cago, „-

FF]ANKLYN WILLIAMS

5 YEARS
Kenai, Ak

G0FID0NALTHAUSEFI
BPllAN COTMAN

Kenai, Ak
Kenai, Ak

MAF]K ESPING
DAVID FREEF`

Arroyo Grande. Ca.

a,oa. Ca

CYNTHIA GAf`CIA

Schaumbu/g,11.

R0BEFIT L GAFIDINER

WOODflow HESELIUS
HAFIRYJ KOPP

SchaiimbuTg,11.

WILLIAM C. NANCAPIFIOW

GEOFtGE PETEFISON

San Francisco Plelmery
Chicago F`elinery
San Francisco f`ef inery
Tampa, FI
Chicago Plelinery

Los Angeles Ftellnery

San Francisco Ftetlnery

La Mlrada, Ca.
Kenai, Ak
Kenal, Ak.

GEORGE SPENCE

Kenai, Ak

FIOBERT STAME FI

Vancouver. Wa
Flodeo, Ca

GLENDA L WHITNEY
LAF`FIY ZUELKE

Kenai. Ak

JAMES ZIEHIEFI

AUGUST 1981

45 YEAFts
AUGUST S HOYEf`

Sch8iimburg,11

30 YEAI]S

San Francisco. Ca

NANCY MCGIOF`Y
HENFIY L MCGREW

Boaumont Ftetlnery
Beaumont F`of lnery

ANNA M OFIOUFIKE

South Holland,11

MICHAEL J

Chicago Pletinery

PETEPISON

Boaumom F3eflnery
Los Angeles Betinery
Beaumont Belinery

FIEINAFITZ

F`OBEFITJ FIOMEF`O
LAFIFly E SHAFEF`
DAFIFIELL S SMITH

DONALD E. SUDEBMAN
I]lcHABD WHITMAN

San Francisco. Ca
Beaumom Ftelinery
San Francisco Ftellnery

KEITH J. WILJAMAA

THOMAS PI WINSTB0M
CHESTEPI J WITKOWSKl

Los Angolos Flellnery

Los Angeles Terminal
San Francisco, Ca
Chicago RetineTy

Wilmlngton, N C

FIOBEF`T W PRUNTy

Kansas Ci`y. Mo

ROBEFIT A CLOSSEF]

20 YEAFIS
Schaumburg.11,

BYF`ON L BAF`CLAY
JANE HYSELL
THEODOF`E KING

Schaumburg.11

Brea, Ca

15 YEAFIS
LUIS D CEFWANTES. Jr
DONALD A. KAY
DANIEL S. MAflLATT
FIOBEFIT SEDLAK
LOUIS J VOLTAFIEL

Union Oil Center
Provldence, Fl.I
Baltlmore, Md`
WIImlngton, Ca
lemont, 1'

5 YEAFIS

10 YEAl|S

Chlcago Fleflnery

ATroyo Grando, Ca

GFIEGORY SALO
Beaumont Refinery

Kenal, Ak

Schaurnburg` 11

EDWIN D BEF]NHAF`D

30 YEAF`S

JOHN MAZUF`

Schaumburg,11

THOMASM NELSON

Sacramento, Ca

FllcHARD L WEBEFl

Atlanla, Ga.

15 YEAFIS

Lo§ Angeles F`etlnery

Beaumont F`etinery

JOHN F STEELE

30 YEARS
LOUISE H CFIONAN

Los Angeles, Ca

NICANOF` L LIMSON

FIOBEFITJ

Mlddleburg Helgh`§, Oh

Los Angeles F`etlnery

IVEPISON

PIOBEBT J BAGGETTE
Beaumont F]elmery
Charleston. W V

WILLIS J ALFOF]D

J U L:y 1 981

35 YEAF`S

San Franc[sco, Ca

F`ANDIE C Y CHANG

JOHNNIE E

UNION CHEMICALS DIVISION

FFIED SNOWBALL

CHAFILENE MATSON
JOHN H. MEEKEF`

40 YEAFIS

Big Geysers, Ca.

San Franclsco Flellnery

LEONAPID S. MAFITINEZ

AUGUST 1981

5 YEARS
MICHAEL W WOODALL

KAY H HENDFIIX

15 YEARS
PAUL S ADAMS

LOUIS a NOBBE
CLYDE L OLESON. Jr

DELFINA FI ARELLANO

Santa Roga, Ca

AUGUST 1981

Schaumbiirg,11
Columbus. Oh.

FBANK G LavIEPll

Los Angeles BetineTy

FIIo F]ancho. N M

JAMES V. VANTINE

Schaumburg,11

JANET G BEFIGHAHN
JOHN L DEALY

JULIUS C HEFIKloTZ

DON L CAFILSON

BOSS H DENTON

20 YEARS

San Francl§co F]eflnery

NEIL D ZIMMEFIMAN

UNION GEOTHEFIMAL DIVISION

Schaumburg,11.

BEFINICE K WETLE

BIrmlngham. AI

LLOYD M WILSON

Dctrol'. MI

JOHN J WESOIOWSKI

Cincmnati, Oh

JOHN G VAN SICKLE

Tampa, FI

ELWYN E, PALMEF`
EUGENE E. SCHOMMEFI

EE:RfD BFPl8HWENSN Ev
floY a EASLEY
EDWARD GIBSON

LofmAINE G GILLUND

Bake:Sc'iea!:mTgLT:r:'
Nederland,Tx
Schaiimburg, II
los Angeles, Ca

BRUCE T HAMILTON
HANS P HEBTING

Lo§ Angeles Fletinery
Los Angeles Fletinery

JACK L JEF`NIGAN
LEONAFIDA M LANGNEF]
PATPICIA A MALANOWSKI

Chicago Relinery
Los Angeles F`efinery
Schaumburg. II

ALBERT S MATSUDA

SUSAN FI C)TT
CHABLES E PFEIFEB
FIUDOLPH J. flET
DON W FIIESCHICK

GEOBGE P SHIELDS
JOHN A WEAVEF`
VIPIGINIA S WOO

Chlcago,11

FIC)NAID WILKINSON

5 YEAl|S
JOHNNY I. ADAMS
DONALD BULIAN

BOYD P CFIOUCH
CASIMIR C KF]OLAK
JULIE MclNTOSH
F`OBERTJ MCLEOD

Bridgeviow.11

Ch,cago,1'
Charlotto. N C
Brldgev\ow,11

Union Oil Center
F`oHlng Meadows,11.

Honolulu Terminal

San Franclsco, Ca
Los Angeles Befinery
Nederland, Tx.
Colton, Ca

Chicago Pletinery

JACKY W MILLEB
ALAN PEDEflsEN

Vancouver. Wa

ALICE F WALKEF]

Brldgevlew. LI

Ch,cago,11

I+

Los Angeles Betinery
Sam Franc\sco Plelinery

39

UNION ENEFtGY

uNloN INTEFINATIONAL DIVISION

IvllNING DIVISION
J U L:I I 981

30 YEAF`S
WELDIN F`

BEAD,Jr

10 YEARS
WILLIMA D PASMA

25 YEAFts
F`OBEFIT J. COF`SAF`0

JOBBERS AND DIST13lBUTOF]S

JUL:y 1981
Umon C)il Center

10 YEAFIS

10 YEA f`S
DAF`F`ELL D CHESSUM

MOLYCOF`P

Union Oil Center

MALCOLM D J GF]OOM
WELDC)N a HATCHEF`

J UL:y 1981

40 YEAFIS

5 YEAFIS

JUL:y 1981
London, England

J I QUALLS

PAT OFITEGA

30 YEAF`S

Ouesla, N M

DONALD F. BRETTHAUER

Comeliu6. or

10 YEARS

20 YEARS

5 YEARS

25 YEARS

Union oil Center

CAFIOLE LAWING
BICHAl]D SHEFIEPI
WEF`NER ZINN

MAF`KEF`

Louviers, Co

DALES CASH SuPPLY

Tucson,Az

BICHAPID K BODLAENDEB

Balikpapan, lndonosia

AUGUST 1981

JAMES B BUFINETT

Ballkpapan, Inclonesia

30 YEAF`S

OF CANADA LIMITED

COMBS 0lL CO.

Naples, FI

E. L MANGIABACINA

F]osevllle, Ca.

SPRUILL OIL CO.

Wlndsor, N C

10 YEAl|S
Louviers. Co
Questa. N M

BEPINHAPID CC)LLINS

TED GUSDOFIF

CABOLINA OIL OF
Orangeburg. S.C.

OFIANGEBUFIG. INC

5 YEAFIS

10 YEAf'§
STASHA GoflzELNIK

Unlon OII center

STINSON OIL CO„ lNC.

5 YEAl|S

WII§onvllle, AI

AUGUST 1981

5 YEAFIS
HERBEFIT JACOBSON

45 YEARS

Tucson, Az

ALICE LING

Dunsoith, S.D,

20 YEAFts

15 YEAl]S

UNloN OIL C0lvIPANY

Jul_y 1981

EI Centre, Ca

20 YEAIIS

Aberdeen, Scotland

AUGUST 1981

EDWAFtD L

MAY 1981

Grand Junclion, Co

Unlon Oil Contor

Mounlain pass, Ca

a W WHAFITON

Woodlancl, Ca

40 YEA fls
CFIOSS-LACEY OIL CO

POC0 GRAPHITE
JU I:y 1981

25 YEAF`S

40

Joh nson City„Tn

FBED F. CHl]lsTENSEN. Union 76 Divisior`

MALCOLM J BPIENNEMAN. Oil and Gas

35 YEAF`S

San Jose. Ca

GAINED OIL C0BPORATION

Bichwood. W V

CLV'gEa[d cTAiDWE Li, corporate

July 22 ,1953

Yorba Linda, Ca

25 YEARS
Stokes. N C

20 YEARS

Lalayelle. Ga
NATliANIEI G HAPIDT. Union Chemicals

Owosso. Mi

ELK RIVEl] OIL CO

Elk Fliver, Mn

BEF`NAFID F C00PEFl, Union 76 Division

CLABENCE L HABf], Oil and Gas
Grand Junclion, Co

June 5, t953

Beaumon(. Tx

CAUTHEN OIL CO. INC
UNION PBODUCTS OF KONA. INC.

Clarksdale, Ms
Kailiia-Kona. Hi.

VIFIGINIA 0

DOBOTHY E CULLEN, Molycorp
West Yarmouth. Ma

MCGEE, Union 76 Divisian

JOHN BILLV EVANS. Oil and Gas

MC)YEB. Union 76 Division

EDWARD A FISHEF| Union 76 Division
April 15,1981

Newark, Ort

H:opdp'::::;. 8;

DON S MllLEF] DISTF`lBUTOR. INC

Aprll 6` 1981

Ftound Flock. Tx

Beaumonl, Tx

35RLAELTD°KN %LBCs%fu!N C

May 17.1981

No S(. Paul, Mn

July 4,1968

MCKAY. Umon 76 Division

B0BEBT E

May 26,1981

Palm Beach, Fl
floBEBT D DOWD. Union 76 Division

Los Angeles, Ca

10 YEAFIS

Aprll 28,1981

NOFIMAN 8 CuBTICE. Ur`ion 76 Division

February 4.1953

Glendale, Ca
HAPIFlls M

April 3.1981

Flin`ridge. Ca,

Aprll 21.1958

WILLIAM J LAWLESS, Jr . Union 76 Division

15 YEARS

Match 31.1981

Sacramento, Ca.

April 7.1941

Covina, Ca

DAVID STECHSCHULTE GAS & OIL

E

CHFIYSTOL GfllFFIN, Union 76 Division

Vlcksburg, Ms

J&J OIL COJNC

Athens, AI
Decalur, AI
New smyrna Beach. Fl

5 YEARS
J H

11,1981

April 27. 1901

Kirkwood. Mo

0LIVEPI F DAVENPOF`T Umon 76 Division

STOKES & CONGIETON

J&J OIL CO , INC
SAMS OIL COPIPOBATION

Aprll

WILLIAM G CLABK. Union 76 Divi§ion

July 26,1940

FLOUPINOY

Aprll 25,1981

Pl,%`FT`E3hfmH'AArdcocKwn,on76Division

13LANCHE E PIPPITT. Oil and Gas

C8sper, Wy
HARFIV E SMITH. Poco Graphile

March 17,1965
AUDLEY E HAFINSBEBGEP. Union 76 Division
Wlnnelka, ll

Aprll 30,1981

Alvord, Tx
January 26,1976
HAROLD E TPluscoTT Union 76 Division

GLENN LEE HENTON, union 76 Division

PAUL H WOLLV. Union Cnemicals

LllLIAN JOHNSTON. union 76 Division

Toledo, Oh

C8IIpalria, Ca
Miaml Beach, FI

May 10,1971

April 13,1981

San Francisco, Ca

May lo,1981

CHAPILES H KATZENBEBGEB. C)il and Gas

J U L:Y 1 981

FtETIF]EMENTS

FflANK H DLOUHY. Umon Chemicals
Pacitlc palisades, Ca
BEPINETTA 8 DONISCH. Union 76 Division

SEPTEMBEFI 1980

Apr\123.1956

Palame, II
March 26,1968
BO8EBT L DUBE, Science and Technology

ESTEVAN FI SEGUF`A, Molycorp
Taos, N M.

La Hal)ra, Ca

JANUAFIY 1981

June 23,1952

CLAUDE EPPEf`HEIMEPl, llnion Chemicals
Kenal. Ak
Sepleml)er 14,1956
B0BEBT A GBEACEN, Union Chemical§

SAM MAPISHALL. Union Chomicals
Fullertcm, Ca

May 16.1956

Merchantville. N J

GLENN E

MAFICH 1981

BOY L KEENAN. Molycorp

Bentleyville. Pa

MA`Y 1981

Hollman Estates, II
WILLIS M

January 27,1964

BAPIFIETT. Jr, Union 76 DMsion

Beaumont, Tx
CAFIL H

October t 1948
July 10, 1953

ABCHIE B. BBUCE. Umon 76 DMsion
Lucerne valley. Ca
CLAPIENCE 8

Ardmore, Ok

February 5.1951

TUFTS, Union 76 Dlvision

September 6,1939

Eugene, Or

October 1,1951

Aprll 14,1947

EMPI:OYEES

JAMES CLAF`K. Corporate
July 7,1959

Aprll

16.1981

Aprll 13,1981

Palos Verdes Estates, Ca

May 16.1901

V`CTOFI MICHEALSON, Union 76 Division
May 23,1981

Pa§adena. Ca
HABF`Y A

MILLEB, Union 76 Division

May 6.1981

Pollock Pines, Ca
JOHN 8 MILLEB, Union 76 Division

May 26.1981

Sanla Ana, Ca
JEF`OME J. M00RE, 011 and Gas
Santa Marla. Ca

Ocean Park, Wa

FF`ANK J

April 12,1981

Apnl 21,1981

PAT A GEBAPID, Corporate
Panorama Clty. Ca

May 4,1981

DAVID H

Aprll

16,1981

May 3,1981

PICHLEF`, Corporate

Sarita Barbara, Ca

BABf`Y L DBEWETT, Union 76 Division

Groves, Tx
October 30.1951

FPIANCIS L HUBBAPID. Union 76 Division

September 8, 1980

POPE. Union 76 Division

Newark. Oh
DEWEY V POWELL. Union 76 Division
May 12.1981

WILBllB W HASH. Umon 76 Division

APITHUB A JOBGENSEN. Union 76 Division
Arlington Heights. II
September 27,1948
LEF`OY S

Wlnona, Tx
SOLOMON MCLUCAS, Oil and Gas

Charlolle, N C
GEOF`GE OTTO, Union 76 Division
Esoondido. Ca

IN MEMol]IAM

Los Angeles, Ca
LLOYD a HENSON. Umon Chemicals
Kansas CIly, K§

April 23,1981

Beaumon(,Tx

LAVE E OLSSON. Ilnion 76 Division

BUPINS. Union 76 Division

Chesapeake, Va

May 12.1981

HOWABD 0 LC)NBEPIG. Union 76 Division
April t3,1981
Vallejo, Ca
EAflL D LUCAS. Union 76 Division

MAFITIN MICHAUD. Corporate

Aprll 4.1949
N ederland , Tx
JAMES A PENDEPIGBASS, Umon 76 D'v'slon
April 15,1948
Port Noches. Tx
CHABLES E.TEACLE. C)il and Gas

WILLIAM M

BAUHOF. Jr, Union 76 Division

March 10.1981

KOESTER. Union 76 Division

Oregon, Oh

Febriiary 19,1959

Claysville. pa
OTHA 0 MYEBS, Union 76 Division

BEl]NICE M BANDUPl, U"on 76 Division

a,9 P,ne, Ca
POY H

LLOV0 PI MAXFIELD. Oil and Gas

HUBBAPID, Union 76 Division

May 1,1953

ALBEFIT BEBDINE. Molycorp

April 29,1981

EHuefiold, W V

FBED a KNC)WLES, Oil and Gas

May 30, 1981

KEDOBSKl. Union 76 Division

Aprll 26, 1981

BOBEflT 0 SMALL, umon 76 Divi§ion

ELMEB L SMITl+ Oil and Gas
Natohez, Ms
JAMES H WEBB, Unlon 76 Dlvlsion
Beaumont,Tx.

JACK J WEIDNEB. Umon 76 DMsion
S(oughlon. WI

Garden Grove, Ca
Decombor 8,1949

Aprll 8.1901

JOSEPHINE THOMAS. Union 76 Division

San Bruno, Ca
April 6,1949

May 14,1981

SAMUEL N

BANGELEY. Union 76 Division

Daytona Beach. FI
CLABENCE W. FllcE, Union 76 Division

8eaumont,Tx

April 20,1981

Colorado Sprlngs, Co

Aprll 23.1981

April 17,1981

THOMAS TODD. Poco Graphite
May 20.1981

November7,1940

Aprll 20.1981

HABF}Y P

STOF]EPl, Union 76 Divi§ion

May 23,1981

Newark, Oh
PAUL L TOTTEN, Pure Transpor`ation

JUNE 1981
DONALD V ABEL, Union 76 Division
Arioyo Grande. Ca.
NELDA M ACKEPl, Umon 76 Divi§ion

Van Nuyg. Ca

Oc(ober 4.1966

FRED M ANDEFISON. Union F`eal Estate Dlvls[on
May 11.1939
Log Angele8. Ca.

JOE N. BISHOP, Poco Graphite
Decatur. Tx

LENAPD VEAZEY Oil and Gas

FIETIFIEES
February 10.1955

Abbev[IIe. La,

F D BABLOW. Union 76 Divisron

Port Arthur. Tx
HABF`Y J BEHBEND. Oil and Gas
Shepherd, MI

BPIUCE C WELLEB, Pure Transportation
May 26, 1981

MI

pleasant.Mi

FfllEDA M
April 27,1981

April 12.1981

WILKEBSON, Umon 76 Divislon

Log Angeles, Ca.

May 26,1981

HAPIOLD N WILSON, Union 76 Divi§ion

Laguna Hills, Ca,

May 28,1974

April

15,1981

LOUIS T WINFF`EY, U"on 76 Division

BOBEFIT K BLACK, Oil and Gas

May 17.1981

MAUBICE A BBOWNELL. Union 76 Division

Tiicson, Az

LAwf`E NCE WOLFF, Corporate
March 18,1981

THOMAS H. BuCHANAN, Union 76 Divi§ion

Wheeling, W V
PAUL W. Buf`KHAPIDT Umon 76 Division
Sun Cily Center, FI
CLAf`ENCE E CABNAHAN. Oil and Gas
Drumright. Ok

May 24,1981
Aprll 28,1981
April 25,1901

PAUL W CAPIO, Union 76 Division

Pensacola. FI
PIUTH M CASTLE, Union 76 DMsion
Columbus. Oh

May 27,1981

May 171981

Laguna Hills. Ca

Aprll

11,1981

unl®n
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